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Abstrat

We propose to perform the �rst measurements of the parity violation (PV) asymmetries

A

p

, A

d

, and A

C

over the full resonane region. The measurements onsist of sattering

4.8 GeV longitudinally polarized eletrons from unpolarized targets at 12.5 degrees, using

the two HRS spetrometers in Hall A. The projeted unertainty on the asymmetry is 4{

6% for hydrogen and 3{4% for deuterium and arbon in eah of four regions in W , limited

by statistial unertainty. Averaging the results over the W range, the overall error is

projeted to be about 3% for hydrogen and 2.5% for deuterium and arbon, and �3.5%

on the ratios A

p

=A

d

and A

C

=A

d

. The experimental setup will be idential to E05-007

(DIS-parity), exept for the use of a lower beam energy (4.8 GeV ompared to 6 GeV). We

request a total of 30 days for prodution running, hekout and alibration.

The PV asymmetry is partiularly sensitive to the isospin deomposition, as well as the

axial hadroni urrent. For the proton and deuteron measurements, the goals inlude the

study of resonane struture and the exploration of global and loal quark-hadron duality

with the previously un-studied ombination of struture funtions probed by PV inelasti

eletron sattering. The arbon target allows an investigation of nulear e�ets that isolates

the ontributions related to avor dependene and Z-boson exhange.

In addition, the results are of great pratial importane in more aurately modeling

neutrino interations in the few GeV region, whih is essential in the interpretation of

neutrino osillation experiments. This data will onstrain models used as input in the

analysis of suh experiments, as well as testing the ommonly used assumptions that nulear

e�ets are negligible in these measurements. The new data are also needed for modeling

of radiative orretions and bakground ontributions to DIS PV measurements and other

tests of the Standard Model planned for the near future and as part of the 12 GeV program.

This experiment will provide a broad set of measurements of a ompletely unexplored

region. There are no existing data in this region and only one planned measurement,

limited to large angle sattering in the region of the �. The proposed experiment will

yield signi�ant measurements related to several physis topis, as well as providing data

of pratial importane for other parity measurements. In addition, it is designed to

provide signi�ant overage and adequate sensitivity to look for unexpeted behavior in

this unexplored region.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The eletromagneti interation has proved very suessful in probing the struture of the

nuleon. Inelasti eletron sattering at high momentum transfer Q

2

and exitation energy

� (orresponding to large missing massW ) has provided the best information to date on the

parton distribution funtions, whose universal nature makes them useful in understanding

a wide variety of partile interations with nuleons. Spin-averaged inlusive eletron

sattering probes quarks weighted by their harge squared, providing no di�erentiation

between quarks and anti-quarks, and leading to a strongly suppressed ontribution from

down and strange quarks relative to the up quarks. Our best information on the down

quark PDFs ome from using a neutron target, although at high momentum fration

x = Q

2

=2M� (where M is the nuleon mass), orretions from nulear binding (Fermi

motion) beome large. Beause the weak harges of the strange and down quarks are

relatively larger than the eletromagneti ones, the weak interation an provide a lean

and sensitive means to probe the down and strange PDFs.

At lower Q

2

, one typially desribes the sattering in terms of transition form fators to

spei� resonant states. In this region, parity violation provides sensitivity to the isospin

deomposition of the resonane ontributions. The subjet of quark-hadron duality, whih

quantitatively relates the partoni piture and the piture of hadroni exitations, has

reently reeived onsiderable interest, both theoretially and experimentally. Theoretial

interest omes about in making a uni�ed QCD desription of the hadroni interations.

Experimental interest arises beause to the extent that duality works, it an be used to

extrat both spin-averaged and spin-dependent PDFs at large x. Duality is also of great

importane experimentally to predit ross setions in regions where they haven't been

measured preisely (for example, in prediting neutrino sattering ross setions needed to

interpret neutrino osillation experiments). The weak neutral urrent gives aess to the

axial hadroni urrent, whih also enters in weak harge urrent interations.

There are some data available in the DIS region, and more reent, high preision measure-

ments for elasti e{p sattering, but there is no data available in the resonane region and

very little data for heavy (A>2) targets at any kinematis. The proposed measurements

on hydrogen, deuterium and arbon will provide measurements over the entire resonane

region, allowing studies of duality, higher twist, and nulear e�ets in the parity violating

response. Suh data will also be important as input to future parity violation eletron sat-

tering measurements planned for the JLab 12 GeV upgrade, as well as input to upoming

low-to-moderate energy neutrino-nuleus sattering measurements.

All of these observations suggest that it is long overdue to measure the PV asymmetry

A

p

, A

d

, and A

C

in inelasti eletron sattering at low Q

2

. JLab is the only laboratory with

suÆient beam energy and intensity to make these measurements in a meaningful way.

A. Physis Overview

Eletron sattering measurements sensitive to the weak neutral urrent are quite limited.

The pioneering experiment of Presott et al. [1, 2℄ using inelasti sattering on the deuteron

helped establish the standard eletroweak model. The relatively large errors on the parity-

violating asymmetry A

d

measured in the Presott et al. experiment are no longer relevant

in onstraining physis beyond the Standard Model, or in onstraining the strange quark

PDFs. The experimental program at HERA at very high Q

2

(omparable to M

2

Z

, where
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M

Z

is the Z-boson mass) are of limited statistial preision.

While previous measurements have foused on the DIS region, the study of the resonane

region is also of signi�ant interest. New measurements at Je�erson Lab have allowed us

to probe the resonane region in great detail, providing both high preision measurements

over a large kinemati region, but also providing new information by allowing us to separate

the longitudinal and transverse responses [3℄, as well as measuring the polarized struture

funtions in the resonane region [4, 5℄. These measurements provide additional informa-

tion on resonane struture, beyond what is known from measurements of F

2

. Beause of

the muh di�erent isospin struture and di�erent ouplings, the weak urrent will ouple

to individual resonanes di�erently than the eletromagneti urrent, whih an help in

identifying new or poorly established resonanes.

In the quark-hadron duality piture, the response averaged over resonanes should equal

that at higher Q

2

, one target mass orretions and leading-log e�ets are taken into

aount [6{9℄. Duality in inlusive sattering has been observed in the unpolarized struture

funtion, the separated longitudinal and transverse struture funtions, and in the spin

struture funtion [9℄. Duality in the unpolarized F

2

struture funtion is satis�ed to

�5% down to Q

2

=0.5 GeV

2

, and we will be able to make tests of loal duality with

omparable preision, and global duality down to 2-3%. If duality is observed to hold at

this level, it would imply small higher twist orretions whih would be of great bene�t

for measurements at 6 and 12 GeV designed to aess strange quark distributions, the

d(x)=u(x) ratio at large x, or look for physis beyond the standard model. However,

models of quark-hadron duality have predited quantitative di�erenes between the level

of duality for unpolarized, polarized, and parity violating response funtions [10℄, as well

as di�erenes for the proton and the neutron [11℄. Sine no measurements exist at present,

it is possible that surprises await, and that deviations from the leading order piture ould

be signi�ant.

One an also study duality and make estimates of higher twist ontributions for the

nulear targets. This is partiularly relevant as input to neutrino sattering measurements,

whih use nulear targets, or future parity violating eletron sattering measurements that

use isosalar targets to make standard model tests. Sine most neutrino experiments use

nulear targets, it is espeially important to understand how the EMC e�et hanges the

e�etive u and d quark distributions individually (or equivalently the isospin deomposition

of the nuleon resonanes). Unpolarized eletron sattering is dominated by the e�etive

u quark distributions at high x, while PV eletron sattering has a large sensitivity to the

e�etive d quark distributions. This makes PV eletron sattering data a new way to help

separate the quark-dependene of the EMC e�et and look for di�erenes between quark

avors or valene and sea quarks [12{14℄.

Most reent eletron PV experiments have foused on elasti hannels, with the goal

of probing the strange quark form fator of the nuleon (SAMPLE at Bates, HAPPEX

and G0 at JLab, A4 at Mainz, et.), and ultimately searhing for physis beyond the

standard Model (QWeak and DIS-parity at JLab). The proposed measurements are om-

plementary to the elasti and DIS measurements, providing a �rst look over the resonane

region for proton, deuteron, and arbon targets. The only other planned measurement in

the resonane region is E04-101, whih will run in parallel with the G0 bakward angle

proton measurements. The G0 experiment will study parity violation in the region from

pion threshold to the peak of the �(1232) resonane for Q

2

entered on 0.6 GeV

2

at a

large sattering angle (entered around 110 degrees). See Appendix A for more details.
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Combining the G0 data with the forward angle data of this proposal at similar Q

2

will

allow a Rosenbluth separation to be made in a limited range of W for a proton target. In

addition to providing an approximately seven-fold inrease in W range and data on three

targets instead of one, the proposed measurements will provide input to improve future

measurements, as detailed in the following setions.

B. Impat on other Parity Violating Eletron Sattering Measurements

The DIS-parity experiment (E05-007) was approved by a previous PAC to make a Phase

I measurement on deuterium in the DIS region at 6 GeV (Q

2

=1.1 GeV

2

, W

2

=4.2 GeV

2

and Q

2

=1.9 GeV

2

, W

2

=5.3 GeV

2

). See Appendix B for more details. With an 11 GeV

eletron beam at JLab, or a 30 GeV beam at SLAC, it will be possible to repeat the original

Presott experiment with more than an order-of-magnitude redution in error bars. This

will allow a ompetitive searh for new physis, or to establish oupling of new partiles if

they have already been found at LHC. One hint that suh new physis may exist omes

from the observation of a 3-sigma disrepany with the Standard Model from the NuTeV

neutrino sattering experiment at Fermilab [15, 16℄. However, onventional explanations

of this disrepany also exist, for example a partile-antipartile asymmetry in the strange

sea, harge symmetry violation, or higher twist orretions [17, 18℄.

The interpretation of new high-preision measurements of parity violating eletron sat-

tering will rely on a reasonable understanding of sattering at lower energy andW , through

radiative e�ets. Eletroweak radiative orretions for measurements at higher energy re-

quire knowledge of the asymmetry in a broad kinemati range. For the 12 GeV program,

one needs to detet sattered eletrons down to 3{5 GeV, and so needs measurements of

the parity violating asymmetry for beam energies in the 3{5 GeV region as input to the

radiative orretions. These data will also allow for improved radiative orretions for the

6 GeV DIS-parity measurement. While models an be used to estimate the asymmetry,

it is important to have data to onstrain these models before one an make extremely

high preision measurement of the parity violating asymmetry in the largely unexplored

inelasti regime.

Lower energy data will also be ruial to understand the role of higher twist orretions,

whih are generally expeted to derease with powers of Q

2

and/orW

2

. Measurements over

a large range of Q

2

andW are needed to onstrain higher twist diagrams, beause there are

no models to alulate them reliably. The proposed experiment will provide a measurement

of higher twist ontributions a fator of two more preise than the approved DIS-parity

measurements for x � 0:3 on deuterium. We will provide similar quality measurements

over a range in x for hydrogen and arbon as well as deuterium. In addition, if duality in

the parity violating asymmetry holds to the same level of preision as for the unpolarized

struture funtion, then we will be able to make reliable models of the asymmetry between

these low Q

2

measurements and the DIS region measurements planned at 6 and 12 GeV,

providing reliable input for the full kinemati range needed for understanding bakgrounds

and radiative orretions in suh experiments.

Finally, parity violating sattering in the inelasti region is a bakground for other mea-

surements, suh as the SLAC E158 measurement of parity violating M�ller sattering. For

their measurement, the inelasti bakground from eletron{proton sattering provided the

largest orretion to the measured e{e asymmetry, as well as the largest single systemati

unertainty. Dealing with these bakgrounds will learly be a ruial issue for the envi-
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sioned measurements of the M�ller asymmetry at 12 GeV, whih aims to be muh more

preise than the SLAC results.

C. Impat on Neutrino Sattering Measurements

A better understanding of the weak interation at low Q

2

(1 to 3 GeV

2

) is of great im-

portane in understanding low energy neutrino interations, whih in turn are needed to

determine neutrino masses and ouplings through neutrino osillation experiments [19{21℄.

Neutrino osillations in the hannel �

�

! �

�

will be studied by � prodution from neutrinos

at underground neutrino telesopes like AMANDA, ANTARES, BAIKAL, and NESTOR,

and with long base-line aelerator experiments like ICARUS, MINOS, MINER�A, MONO-

LITH, and OPERA. Future high-auray experiments suh as NO�A and T2K will require

even better knowledge of neutrino ross setions. In most experiments, the neutrinos have

suÆient energy so that the exitation of nuleon resonanes is possible. To go from

the � yield to inident neutrino ux, one needs aurate preditions for the ross setion

integrated over the neutrino energy spetrum. This involves the three harged urrent

struture funtions W

1

, W

2

, and W

3

. Using isospin symmetry, W

1

and W

2

an be related

to measurements using inlusive unpolarized eletron sattering, and essentially depend on

a knowledge of the hadroni vetor urrent. PV eletron sattering plaes additional on-

straints on the struture funtions beause of the very di�erent weighting of isosalar and

isovetor amplitudes ompared to unpolarized sattering. In addition, PV sattering has

some sensitivity to the axial nuleon urrent. Modeling of neutrino ross setions requires

assumptions suh as PCAC to relate vetor and axial urrents that may break down with

inreasing energy, so experimental onstraints from PV sattering are useful [21{24℄. The

role of duality in the weak urrent has been disussed in the literature [20, 25, 26℄, and an

be tested with the present proposal.

Our proposed measurements at the 4% level for twelve roughly evenly spaed W values

from threshold through the resonane region and slightly into the DIS region (W = 2:1

GeV) should be useful in building on�dene in the models used to predit the neutrino

ross setions, and omplement the diret measurements planned at MINER�A [20℄.

II. PHYSICS

A. Parity Violating Asymmetry - Formalism

Figure 1 shows the lowest-order Feynman diagrams for inelasti lepton-nuleon sattering

for eletromagneti and weak interations. Eletrons an satter from protons by exhang-

ing either a virtual photon, 

�

, or a Z

0

. Therefore the ross setion for lepton-nuleon

sattering an be written as,

d� = d�



+ d�

weak

+ d�

I

; (1)

where d�



is the eletromagneti, d�

weak

is the weak and d�

I

is the interferene ontribu-

tions to the total ross setion. For low-energy small-momentum-transfer lepton-nuleon

sattering, the weak ross setion is muh smaller than the eletromagneti ross setion, so

the former an be safely negleted. However, the eletromagneti part is parity onserving,

so the ross setion is the same for right and left handed eletrons, while the neutral urrent

amplitude ontains a parity violating term. Consequently the weak neutral urrent an be
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measured using the parity-violating asymmetry in the inlusive ross setions for eletrons

polarized parallel (R) and anti-parallel (L) to their momentum. The PV asymmetry is

given by

A

RL

=

d�

R

� d�

L

d�

R

+ d�

L

: (2)

Here d�

R

and d�

L

are the ross setions for sattering right and left handed eletrons o�

an unpolarized target.

+

0

Z
*γ

P
k

k’

FIG. 1: First order Feynman diagrams for lepton-nuleon sattering in the presene of a weak neutral urrent.

1. Resonane Region Asymmetry

In the nuleon resonane region, it is possible to desribe A

RL

in terms of response

funtions to spei� �nal states, ombined with a non-resonant bakground. In the one

gauge boson ( or Z

0

) exhange approximation the asymmetry for sattering to disrete

states an be written as [27{30℄,

A

Res

RL

= A

0

v

L

R

L

AV

(q; !) + v

T

R

T

AV

(q; !) + v

T

0

R

T

0

V A

(q; !)

v

L

R

L

(q; !) + v

T

R

T

(q; !)

; (3)

where L, T , and T

0

stand for longitudinal, transverse, and axial, and v

L;T

's are lepton

kinemati fators. The term A

0

� 6:5 � 10

�4

[28{30℄ and the subsripts AV and V A

denote axial-vetor leptoni and vetor hadroni urrents and vetor leptoni and axial-

vetor hadroni urrents. The parity violating responses R

L;T

AV

an be deomposed in terms

of their isospin ontent [28{30℄,

R

L;T

AV

= �

I=0

R

L;T

(I = 0) + �

I=1

R

N

L;T

(I = 1); (4)

�

I=0

= �2 sin

2

�

W

; �

I=1

= (1� 2 sin

2

�

W

); (5)

and I is the isospin quantum number. In the ase of N(1520), whih is an isospin

1

2

state,

both terms in equation (5) ontribute to the asymmetry. If one makes the approximation

sin

2

(�

w

) = 0:25 (so that the vetor leptoni urrent, whih multiplies the axial hadroni

urrent, is zero), then in the limit of pure magneti or eletri sattering, and assuming

isospin symmetry and negligible strange and harm form fators, the proton asymmetry

an be written as:

A

Res;p

RL

= �0:9� 10

�4

Q

2

�

n

�

p

; (6)
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a remarkably simple equation. For the deuteron, the result has a di�erent sensitivity to

nulear struture and with these approximations beomes:

A

Res;d

RL

= �0:9� 10

�4

Q

2

R(W ): (7)

where R(W ) depends on the relative I = 1 ompared to I = 0 strength, and is unity for a

pure I = 1 transition, and is negative for a pure I = 0 transition.

We stress that these simpli�ed relations are only presented here to bring out the main

features of the PV asymmetry, and that the real struture is more omplex (interplay of

I = 0 and I = 1 and eletri/magneti or transverse/longitudinal strength) and the terms

we are negleting (axial urrent, strange and up/down sea quarks) are interesting and will

be more fully addressed in the atual data analysis.

Although the formalism was worked out long ago [31℄, to the best of our knowledge the

details have so far only been worked out for the ase of elasti sattering [32℄ and the

N ! �(1232) transition [10, 33, 34℄, although there is an ongoing e�ort to understand

the higher W region [28{30℄, in partiular the inuene of meson exhange urrents. An

approximate model for the S

11

(1530) resonane was very reently presented in the Ph.D.

thesis of Sao [35℄.

A detailed predition of the N ! �(1232) proton asymmetry is given by [33, 34℄ A

�

p

=

�[1:04 + 0:27F (Q

2

; E; E

0

; �

e

)℄ � 10

�4

Q

2

where F (Q

2

; E; E

0

; �

e

) ontains the information

on weak transition form fators, and is expeted to be of order unity for Q

2

< 1 GeV

2

,

dereasing to zero at very large E (or small Q

2

=2ME) [32℄. In the moderate Q

2

and energy

of this proposal, this detailed predition is within 20% of the simple model given by Eq. (6),

sine �

n

=�

p

= 1 for the isovetor �(1232) resonane.

2. Deep-Inelasti Asymmetry

In the Standard Model and assuming quark degrees of freedom, the asymmetry arises

from the interferene between photon and Z exhange diagrams, and is given by [32℄

A =

�

R

� �

L

�

R

+ �

L

= �

2Q

2

M

2

Z

P

f

i

(x)(Q



i

=e)[g

e

A

g

i

V

+ Y g

e

V

g

i

A

℄

P

f

i

(x)(Q



i

)

2

; (8)

where f

i

(x) are the quark distribution funtions for a quark of type i, Q



i

are the quark

harges, the g's are the eletroweak axial and vetor harges, Q

2

= �q

2

is the four-

momentum transfer squared (Q

2

> 0 for our kinematis), M

Z

is the mass of the Z boson,

and

Y =

1� (1� y)

2

1 + (1� y)

2

� y

2

R=(1 +R)

(9)

where y = �=E; � = E � E

0

is the energy lost by an inident eletron of energy E

sattering to an eletron of energy E

0

, and the fator R = �

L

=�

T

takes into aount [36℄

the longitudinal ontributions to both Z and photon exhange. Performing the sums and

re-writing M

Z

in terms of the � and G

F

oupling onstants, for a proton target we obtain

A

p

=

3G

F

Q

2

��2

p

2

2C

1u

[u(x) + (x)℄� C

1d

[d(x) + s(x)℄ + Y [2C

2u

u

v

(x)� C

2d

d

v

(x)℄

4u(x) + d(x) + s(x) + 4(x)

: (10)
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where the produts of weak harges in the Standard Model at tree level are given by:

C

1u

= g

e

A

g

u

V

(11)

C

1d

= g

e

A

g

d

V

C

2u

= g

e

V

g

u

A

C

2d

= g

e

V

g

d

A

:

When Standard Model eletroweak radiative orretions are inluded the C

ij

beome [37℄

C

1u

= �

0

(�

1

2

+

4

3

�

0

sin

2

(�

w

)) + �

1u

� �0:1886 (12)

C

1d

= �

0

(

1

2

�

2

3

�

0

sin

2

(�

w

)) + �

1d

� 0:3414

C

2u

= �(�

1

2

+ 2� sin

2

(�

w

)) + �

2u

� �0:0359

C

2d

= �(

1

2

� 2� sin

2

(�

w

)) + �

2d

� 0:0265:

In the limit of no eletroweak radiative orretion � = �

0

= � = �

0

= 1 and �

1u

= �

1d

=

�

2u

= �

2d

= 0.

We have assumed that the u(x), d(x), s(x), and (x) quark parton distribution funtions

(PDFs) of the proton an be desribed in terms of valene (v) and sea (s) ontributions as

u(x) = u

v

(x) + u

s

(x) + �u

s

(x) (13)

d(x) = d

v

(x) + d

s

(x) +

�

d

s

(x)

s(x) = s

s

(x) + �s

s

(x)

(x) = 

s

(x) + �

s

(x)

The quark distribution funtions depend mainly on the Bjorken saling variable x =

Q

2

=2M� (where M is the nuleon mass), but also evolve slowly with Q

2

due to QCD

and �nite mass orretions. While not shown expliitly, all quantities involving PDFs are

funtions of both x and Q

2

.

In the valene region, A

p

is numerially approximated using Eq. (10) and Eq. (12), by

A

p

= �10

�4

Q

2

[0:51 + 0:45r(x) + 0:10Y (1 + r(x))℄

[1 + 0:25r(x)℄

; (14)

where Q

2

is in units of GeV

2

, r(x) = d(x)=u(x), and we have ignored the strange and

harm quark. Using isospin symmetry and with the approximation sin

2

(�

w

) = 0:25, this

an be written as

A

p

= �0:9� 10

�4

Q

2

2(1 + �

n

=�

p

)

5

: (15)

For the ase of sattering from the deuteron, the full expression for the asymmetry is:

A

d

= �10

�4

Q

2

[0:78 + 0:41R



(x) + 0:37R

s

(x) + 0:10Y R

v

(x)℄

[1 + 0:2R

s

(x) + 0:8R



(x)℄

; (16)

where R



(x) = 2(x)=[u(x) + d(x)℄, R

s

(x) = 2s(x)=[u(x) + d(x)℄, and R

v

(x) =

[u

v

(x) + d

v

(x)℄=[u(x) + d(x)℄. This equation an be simpli�ed in the valene region us-

ing sin

2

(�

w

) = 0:25 to yield

A

d

= �0:7� 10

�4

Q

2

; (17)
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whih is about 20% less than the simpli�ed transition form fator model for a pure I = 1

transition.

The main goal of JLab E05-007 (DIS-parity) is to measure a linear ombination of C

2u

and C

2d

using a deuteron target in a kinemati region where the partoni piture is expeted

to be valid. Deviations from the Standard Model values ould be a sign of new physis.

In the kinemati region of the present proposal (low Q

2

and W ), we expet deviations

from the Standard Model to our prinipally from oherent resonant e�ets (higher twist

e�ets in the language of the QCD), whih should die away at higher Q

2

.

B. Physis of the Proton Measurements

Muh of our knowledge of resonane struture for the proton omes from unpolarized

measurements in the resonane region, both for inlusive and exlusive proesses. Mea-

surements of the parity violating response provide additional information on the resonane

struture of the proton, while allowing �rst investigations of duality and higher twist on-

tributions to the parity violating asymmetry in the proton.

1. Parity Violating Response in the Resonane Region

Reent measurements of the separated struture funtions [3℄ and polarized struture

funtions [4℄ have provided new information on the resonane region, suh as larger than

expeted longitudinal strength in the region of the � and unexpetedly large strength

in the longitudinal (F

L

) and polarized (A

1

) struture funtions in the viinity of 1385

MeV [3, 38℄. Measurements of the parity violating response an provide further informa-

tion on the proton resonane struture. Beause of the muh di�erent isospin struture

and di�erent ouplings, the weak urrent will ouple to individual resonanes di�erently

than the eletromagneti urrent, whih an help in identifying new or poorly established

resonanes.

At the moment, there are no measurements of the parity violating response in the res-

onane region, and the only planned measurement is for the N ! � transition at large

sattering angle and low Q

2

[39℄. Calulations exist only for the elasti response and the

N ! � transition; there are no expliit alulations for the higher resonanes.

The dashed urve in Fig. 2 shows a predited asymmetry for the proton alulated with

the simpli�ed (DIS) model of Eq. (6) at the average Q

2

of this proposal. Beause there

are no empirial models that desribe �

n

=�

p

in the resonane region for a free neutron, we

made a rough guess using a resonane region �t to �

p

divided by a DIS �t to �

p

, normalized

to unity at the peak of the �(1232) resonane. While this �t may have little to do with

reality (exept at the � peak), it does give an idea of the approximate size and width

of the likely osillations around the full DIS predition of the asymmetry (Eq. 10 with a

standard set of PDFs), shown as the solid urve.

An extration of the ratio �

n

=�

p

, using proton and deuteron data, was also used to

predit the asymmetry on the proton (Figure 9). This is a more realisti model for the

magnitude of A

H

, but the fat that the neutron has to be extrated from the deuteron

leads to a signi�ant washing out of the neutron strength, and thus unertainty in the

detailed resonane struture. One the results of the BONUS experiment in Hall B are

analyzed, it will be possible to have a muh more realisti predition for the free neutron

to proton ross setion ratio. In any ase, while the details of the resonane struture may
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not be reliable in this extration, it is lear that the preditions shown in Fig. 9 are of

similar magnitude, when averaged over resonane struture. This may be a manifestation

of quark-hadron duality, as disussed in the next setion.

FIG. 2: Full DIS predition (dashed urve) and simpli�ed resonane region predition (solid urve) for the normal-

ized proton asymmetry at the average Q

2

= 0:8 GeV

2

of this proposal.

2. Duality

Quark-hadron duality was �rst observed by Bloom and Gilman in 1970 [7℄. It postulates

that physial quantities alulated in the hadroni desription give the same results as if

they were alulated using the partoni desription if a proper saling variable that onnets

the two kinemati regions is used. In QCD, De Rujula, Georgi and Politzer [6℄ have shown

that duality an be understood from an operator produt expansion of moments of struture

funtions, whih allows one to separate the short and long distane ontributions to the

moments of struture funtions. The leading terms in the OPE orrespond to sattering

from free quarks, whih are responsible for saling, while higher terms take interations

between quarks and gluons (higher-twists) into aount. In the resonane region if the

higher-twists are not signi�ant then the moments of struture funtions annot be muh

di�erent than the orresponding saling value, whih is given by the moments of the leading-

twist term. Therefore, if a struture funtion rises above the saling value it has to fall in

the neighboring region (or osillate around the saling funtion) in order to ompensate

for the inrease or derease in the moments above the saling value. This explains why

resonanes average to a smooth saling urve. This behavior observed over restrited

regions in W for eah resonane is known as loal duality. So far duality has been seen to
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work for unpolarized struture funtions for the eletromagneti tensor, W

EM

1

and W

EM

2

,

to Q

2

as low as 0.5 GeV

2

[3, 9, 40℄. Figure 3 shows the struture funtion �W

EM

2

as a

funtion of the Nahtmann saling variable, � = 2x=[1 +

q

1 + 4x

2

M

2

N

=Q

2

℄, for di�erent

Q

2

values. The data learly demonstrate that duality works remarkably well to rather low

values of Q

2

.

0
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0.5
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FIG. 3: The spin independent struture funtion �W

EM

2

plotted as a funtion of � = 2x=[1 +

p

1 + 4x

2

M

2

N

=Q

2

℄

for hydrogen at di�erent Q

2

values [40℄. The solid and dashed lines are a �t to deep inelasti struture funtion

data at Q

2

= 10 (GeV=

2

) and Q

2

= 5 (GeV=

2

) respetively. The arrows orrespond to the inelasti threshold.

In terms of struture funtions, to lowest order in the weak and eletromagneti urrents,

A

RL

an be written as,

A

RL

=

Q

2

Q

2

+M

2

Z

g

A

(2W

1

Q

2

+W

2

(4EE

0

�Q

2

))� g

v

W

3

Q

2

(E + E

0

)=M

2W

EM

1

Q

2

+W

EM

2

(4EE

0

�Q

2

)

; (18)

where W

1;2;3

are struture funtions for the interferene tensor of the eletromagneti and

weak neutral hadroni urrents, g

v

and g

A

are the vetor and axial-vetor oupling onstants

at the lepton-Z

0

vertex and E and E

0

are the energies of the inoming and outgoing

eletron. The denominator of the asymmetry A

RL

depends only on W

EM

1

and W

EM

2

. Both

of these struture funtions are very well measured and understood at the Q

2

values of this

experiment and an be determined using a model. Although it is not possible to separate

the struture funtions for the interferene tensor, A

RL

an be used to test duality for a

linear ombination of W

1

, W

2

and W

3

(numerator of Eq. (18)). Duality has never been

tested for these struture funtions to date. As pointed out in the previous setion, the

interferene ross setion is expeted to show a resonane struture that depends on the
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isospin of the �nal exited state.

Essentially, the leading order riteria for duality to work an be determined by relating

the DIS and resonane asymmetry expressions. The resulting ondition an be written as

(�

n

=�

p

)

res

=

2

5

�

1 + (�

n

=�

p

)

DIS

�

(19)

The two di�erent dependenies on �

n

=�

p

ome from the fat that in the resonant ase, the

urrent is expressed through the square of the sum over parton harges, while in the DIS

limit, it is the sum of the squares whih gives the urrent. As pointed out by Close and

Isgur [11℄, the ross terms an anel on average when opposite parity states are mixed.

Fig. 2 also indiates that the average of the �(1232) and the elasti peak region tend to

equal the DIS urve, and that at higher masses there are many resonanes whose sum may

osillate around a value of the same order of magnitude as the DIS limit. We note that

Eq. (19) is satis�ed if on average �

n

=�

p

= 2=3, whih is perhaps not a bad approximation.

This simple model gives us an indiation that duality in the weak neutral urrent might

be valid, to some extent, in a leading order valene piture of the vetor hadroni urrent.

Only with atual data an we determine the extent to whih duality works or fails. What is

of partiular interest is to study the deviations due to the di�erent mixture of resonanes,

their isospin struture, and their axial form fators.

In fat, a reent alulation for the N ! � transition predits that the deviation from du-

ality will be muh larger for the PV asymmetry than in either the polarized or unpolarized

struture funtions [10℄. The preditions are based on a dynamial model of pion eletro-

prodution [41, 42℄, whih has been extended to inlude the neutral urrent ontributions

through weak pion prodution reations [43℄. This model predits duality for unpolarized

ross setions and small deviations from duality for the spin-dependent struture funtions,

in fairly good agreement with both polarized and unpolarized data. However, it predits

muh larger deviations from duality for the parity violating asymmetry.

To evaluate the ontributions to the asymmetry A

RL

from the three struture funtions

W

1;2;3

the following simpli�ed form of the asymmetry is used;

A

RL

= 8:99� 10

�5

Q

2

(1:075 + �

V

+�

A

) : (20)

The term �

A

depends on W

3

that an only have the ontributions from the axial vetor

parts of the neutral urrents and the term �

V

depends on W

1;2

that an only have on-

tributions from the vetor parts of the neutral urrent. The alulations show that �

V

is

weaker than �

A

near the � resonane. Therefore, the asymmetry data at the �(1232) an

also be used to extrat the ontributions from the axial vetor urrents. Fig. (4) shows

the asymmetry of p(~e; e

0

) predited by the model (solid urves) for two inident eletron

energies. These alulations predit a 50% deviation from duality preditions (i.e. alula-

tions based on the parton model) in the � region for our kinematis. Further, the authors

point out [44℄ that a 20% hange in f

�NN

or f

�N�

yields a hange in the asymmetry of

<1% for the � region (for 0:1 < Q

2

< 1 GeV

2

), while a 20% hange in g

A

for NN (N�)

yields a hange of <0.5% (2%) for the same kinematis. It is important to point out that

the model alulation does not inlude non-resonant bakground. However, this should be

small for the � region at the proposed Q

2

values.

In the ase of the deuteron, the simpli�ed formulas Eq. (7) and Eq. (17) di�er by 20%

for R(W ) = 1 (as for the N ! � transition in the absene of non-resonant bakground

terms). On the other hand, the average of the quasi-elasti and �(1232) asymmetries lies

lose to the DIS predition.
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FIG. 4: The asymmetry of p(~e; e

0

) predited by the extended Sato-Lee model (solid urves) as a funtion of the

Nahtmann saling variable � for the inident eletron energy E = 4 GeV (left) and E=6 GeV (right). The model

alulations are ompared with the parton model preditions alulated using the CTEQ6 parton distribution

funtions (dashed urves).

Only with experimental data (whih will inlude the e�ets of the axial urrent, strange

form fators and higher twist ontributions) will we be able to test how well duality works.

We an test duality loally to better than 5%, and globally down to 2{3%, omparable to

the limits on duality in the unpolarized F

2

struture funtion. A quantitative understanding

of duality in PV eletron sattering will provide new onstraints for models trying to

understand duality and its QCD origins. In addition, if duality is observed to hold at the

few perent level at the lower W

2

and Q

2

values of this measurement, it would provide

signi�ant limits on the ontributions of higher twists to 6 and 12 GeV measurements in

the DIS region, designed to look for physis beyond the Standard Model, the d(x)=u(x)

ratio at large x, and strange quark distributions.

C. Nulear Targets

Isospin separation with unpolarized eletrons relies on the use of neutrons embedded in

nulei suh as deuterium, in whih large nulear orretions must be applied. On the other

hand PV eletron sattering on the proton allows aess to a new isospin ombination free

from these e�ets, just as measurements on the proton in the DIS region an extrat the

ratio d(x)=u(x), free from nulear e�ets. We will take data on arbon and deuterium

targets overing the same kinematis as the hydrogen data. This will allow studies of

duality and higher twist in these nulear targets, as well additional studies related to the

nulear dependene of the parity violating response. This will be important for future

parity violating measurements in the DIS regime, as well as measurements of neutrino

sattering whih are performed on nulear targets.

1. Duality and Higher Twist

In unpolarized sattering from deuterium, the struture due to individual resonanes an

be seen at low Q

2

values, although it is broadened due to Fermi motion. We may observe

similar struture in the parity violating asymmetry, in whih ase deuterium data an be
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ombined with proton data to study neutron resonane struture. However, we do not

know in advane how strong the ontribution of individual resonanes to the asymmetry

will be, and so we do not know for ertain the quality of information we will be able to

extrat for individual resonanes.

Even if we do not see large ontributions from individual resonanes, we an still study

duality in deuterium and arbon. While Fermi broadening makes it diÆult to study

duality resonane-by-resonane in the deuteron, measurements of saling and duality in

nulei [9, 45{47℄ have shown that duality is also valid in nulei, while analyses of the lowest

moments for nulei are onsistent with perturbative evolution down to Q

2

<

�

1 GeV

2

[48,

49℄. We will be able to test duality in the parity violating asymmetry for nulei at a level

omparable to the unpolarized struture funtions. If duality holds as well as it does for

F

2

, we will be able to set limits on higher twist ontributions that will be signi�ant for

future parity violation measurements at Je�erson Lab.

There are no measurements of the higher twist ontributions to the parity violating

asymmetry. Calulations have been made for the e{

2

H asymmetry, yielding ontributions

of order one perent for Q

2

� 1 GeV

2

[50, 51℄. Phenomenologial estimates were made for

the DIS-parity proposal [52℄, based on the higher twist analysis [53℄ of high preision data

on F

2

for hydrogen and deuterium. These estimates also predit HT ontributions at the

1%/Q

2

level. While a 1% orretion for DIS-parity would be small enough that it would

not impat the interpretation of their data, it is important to make measurements that

an diretly onstrain the HT terms in the asymmetry.

The approved DIS-parity measurement will extrat HT ontributions with an unertainty

at the level of 3.5%/Q

2

for deuterium at x � 0:3; the �rst experimental limit on HT for PV

sattering. The measurement proposed here would set improved limits (2%/Q

2

) on higher

twist terms for deuterium, and will allow measurements over a range in x of 0:2

<

�

x

<

�

0:8.

We will obtain similar measurements for arbon, and slightly worse (3%/Q

2

) for hydrogen,

both over the full x range.

Note that these data an also be used to onstrain higher twist orretions in the NuTeV

determination of sin

2

(�

w

). Models an be used to onnet the HT orretions to PVES to

those for the NuTeV measurements. Using this approah, Gluk and Reya [54℄ showed that

the HT ontributions for the NuTeV measurement at large Q

2

(� 20 GeV

2

) an be related

to the PVES HT orretions for Q

2

� 2 GeV

2

. A 2.5% HT ontribution would be enough

to resolve the � 3� NuTeV anomaly, and the orresponding higher twist orretions to our

proposed measurements on deuterium and arbon ould be large enough to be measurable

(beause of the lower Q

2

of our proposal).

2. EMC ratios

We an also use these data to study the nulear dependene of the parity violating

asymmetry. The PV asymmetry provides a probe with very di�erent sensitivities to the

usual EMC ratios from unpolarized sattering. If the EMC e�et is the result of a uniform

modi�ation of all quark (and anti-quark) distributions, then it will have an idential e�et

on both the photon and Z exhange, yielding no EMC e�et for the asymmetry. Thus,

any observed modi�ation would have to ome from something beyond a simple resaling

of quark distributions; a avor dependene to the EMC e�et, a di�erene between the

modi�ation of valene and sea ontributions, or an additional nulear dependene related

to Z exhange.
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We know little about the isovetor ontribution to the EMC e�et, and nothing about

nulear dependene in Z exhange. If we measure a signi�ant e�et, it will be very inter-

esting physis, although this measurement itself will not be able to de�nitively determine

the origin. The proposed measurements will only study arbon and are limited by sta-

tistial auray. If suh a nulear e�et is observed, one would make higher preision

measurements and inlude heavier targets to better onstrain the e�et. This ould be

ombined with measurements on nulear targets from MINERvA or other neutrino sat-

tering measurements to better understand the origin of the nulear e�ets.

While the proposed measurements are in the resonane region, this is preisely the region

that dominates interations in many of the high preision neutrino measurements, thus

making nulear e�ets in this region important, even if they annot be trivially onneted

to nulear quark distributions. In addition, nulear dependene of the unpolarized struture

funtion shows idential behavior in the DIS and resonane region, down to very low W

2

values [47℄. Reent work showing an even larger EMC e�et for spin struture funtions [55,

56℄, with a notieable di�erene in the e�et on the up and down quark distributions [55℄,

makes suh a measurement all the more appealing. Thus, the observation of a signi�ant

nulear dependene in PVES would be of great interest, while setting meaningful limits on

suh dependene would be useful for other neutrino sattering or PVES measurements on

nulear targets.

D. Impat on other measurements

The proposed measurements will provide interesting new information on the parity vio-

lating response of the resonanes, duality in the PV asymmetry, and nulear dependene

of the PV response. In addition, they will be relevant for other important parity measure-

ments, some already proposed and others planned for the 12 GeV upgrade. This program

of high preision measurements an provide a great deal of information on the struture

of the nuleon as well as providing important tests of the standard model. However, it

is diÆult to make high preision measurements at isolated kinemati points without a

good understanding of the parity violating response over a broad range of (x;Q

2

). Mea-

surements of PVES in the resonane region provide input to understand bakgrounds,

radiative orretions, and higher twist e�ets in these very important measurements. In

some ases, the RES-parity data will have a diret impat on future measurements, by

providing measurements of bakgrounds and improving global models of the PV response

needed for radiative orretions. In other ases, these data will give an indiation of where

additional measurements of bakgrounds or higher twist ontributions will be ritial for

the suess of these measurements.

Knowledge of higher twist ontributions, whih an be large but are very diÆult to

estimate, is extremely important for the planned DIS parity violation measurements at 6

and 12 GeV. The approved DIS-parity measurement on deuterium (their Phase I measure-

ment) will extrat HT ontributions to their high Q

2

measurement with an unertainty

of �2%, while Phase II, if approved, is expeted to redue this to 1.5%. Our proposed

deuterium measurement would yield a 1% unertainty for their high Q

2

measurement, a

fator of two improvement over their Phase I measurement, and a signi�ant improvement

over the planned Phase II measurements.

We will provide omparable onstraints for hydrogen, deuterium, and arbon over a sig-

ni�ant range in x, whih will be important for some of the parity measurements proposed
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at 12 GeV whih aim to extrat d(x)=u(x) with measurements on the proton to avoid the

large unertainties assoiated with nulear e�ets. This data will extend to larger x than

the 6 GeV measurements, where higher twist ontributions will be a larger onern. This

initial measurement will give important information about size of HT ontributions as a

funtion of x, whih will help in determining the regions where 12 GeV measurements are

likely to be free from signi�ant HT ontributions, and regions where further work will be

neessary to determine that HT ontributions are suÆiently small.

Another bene�t of the proposed measurements is improved understanding of bakgrounds

in other PV experiments. In the reently ompleted E158 experiment [57℄ at SLAC, the

primary eletron-eletron (M�ller) sattering signal was mixed with eletron-proton sat-

tering bakground, enhaned through radiative e�ets by the relatively long 180 m LH2

target. While the ep elasti ontributions are relatively well understood, the inelasti on-

tribution (with an asymmetry about 20 times larger than the M�ller asymmetry), turned

out to generate the largest orretion to the measured asymmetry and yields the largest

systemati error of this experiment (22 ppb, or 17% relative). Diret measurements of the

W dependene of PV inelasti sattering will help to build on�dene in the systemati

error on the E158 result, whih is at present one of the three most preise Standard Model

tests away from the Z pole, and will also be of value for future M�ller PV experiments,

for example with JLab at 12 GeV. The bakground issues will be di�erent for a 12 GeV

M�ller measurement, and the details will depend on the �nal detetor designed for suh a

measurement. However, the goal is to make a measurement that is roughly a fator or four

times more preise than the E158, meaning that it will be ruial to have a signi�antly

better ontrol over the orretions, through a ombination of experiment design aimed at

reduing the bakground, and improved knowledge of the bakground asymmetries. The

measurements proposed here an provide important input to suh a future measurement,

both as a diret measurement of the asymmetries for some of the bakground proesses,

and by providing input to help guide the design of the experiment and/or any additional

dediated measurements needed to reah the desired preision.

Finally, the proposed measurements will be an essential input to alulations of radia-

tive orretions to measurements in the DIS region. The present lak of knowledge of

asymmetries in the resonane region introdues signi�ant errors in the ontributions to

DIS eletron sattering, and in partiular the already approved DIS-parity experiment (for

whih W is only slightly above the resonane region). For a preision Standard Model

test with 11 GeV eletrons, we estimate the present unertainty in radiative orretions

from the resonane region asymmetries will orrespond to as muh as a 1.5% error in

the DIS asymmetry, whih would be the largest systemati error of the experiment. The

measurements of this proposal will redue this error to < 0:3%.

III. EXPERIMENT

The primary goal of the experiment is to measure A

p

, A

d

, and A

C

over the entire res-

onane region at moderate Q

2

. The hoie of hydrogen and deuterium as the targets is

ditated by the desire to observe possible resonane struture, without the large blurring

e�ets of Fermi motion and shadowing in heavier nulei, and to test duality using the weak

neutral urrent with two isospin ombinations, for whih the preditions are quite di�erent,

as was disussed above. Measurements with both hydrogen and deuterium have a further

advantage, in that the ratio of asymmetries is almost free of experimental systemati er-
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rors, allowing a very preise omparison with theory. The data on arbon allows a �rst

look at the nulear dependene in PV eletron sattering, while also providing input for

ross setion models needed in preise neutrino sattering measurements and bakgrounds

for other PV eletron sattering measurements.

The minimum useful Q

2

is limited to about 0.5 GeV

2

due to inreasingly large elasti

radiative tails at low Q

2

(whih dilute the measured asymmetry), and by the smallest

pratial sattering angle for a large solid angle spetrometer. The maximum Q

2

is limited

to approximately 1 GeV

2

by the beam energy and the rapidly dereasing ross setions

with inreasing Q

2

. The range of 0:5 < Q

2

< 1 is well mathed to that where the onset

of duality is seen to our in the spin-averaged proton response funtions, as well as the

spin-dependent struture funtion g

1

[9℄. We have piked an average Q

2

of 0.8 GeV

2

as

giving the best sensitivity to the physis issues we wish to study.

The experimental asymmetry is diluted by the beam polarization, P

e

, so that

A

exp

=

N

+

�N

�

N

+

+N

�

= P

e

A;

where N

+

and N

�

are the number of sattered eletrons deteted from + and � beam

heliities respetively. The statistial unertainty is given by

ÆA =

1

P

e

p

N

+

+N

�

:

For Q

2

in the 1 GeV

2

range, on the order of 10

12

eletrons must be deteted to ahieve a

1% unertainty in the physis asymmetry.

For Q

2

= 1 GeV

2

, typial asymmetries are of order 100 ppm, large ompared to the

typially few ppm asymmetries of HAPPEX or G0 experiments at JLab, and omparable

to the raw asymmetries measured in Hall B with polarized eletrons inident on polarized

deuterons in ND3. This makes the requirements on beam systematis for this proposal

(harge and position asymmetries and jitter, leakage from other Halls, et.) onsiderably

more relaxed than in previous PV experiments at JLab.

A. Optimization of Kinematis

Several onsiderations enter into the optimization of beam energy and spetrometer angle.

The beam energy E must be at least 3 GeV to span the full resonane region. In pratie,

a higher beam energy of 4 GeV is needed to avoid large radiative tails at high W . For a

given hoie of Q

2

, the �gure of merit (FOM) improves approximately linearly with E, due

to the larger ross setion at the orrespondingly smaller angles. However, the maximum

momenta of the HRS spetrometers (3.2 and 4.3 GeV) limits the useful beam energy to

5.1 GeV. If we lower this to 4.8, we an take two settings with eah spetrometer and have

overlap between the higher and lower W settings. The best �gure of merit is then obtained

by running at the smallest possible angle that doesn't require the septum magnets, whih

is 12.5 degrees.

B. Beam Line and Polarimetry

We propose to use 4:8 GeV polarized beam with 80% polarization and 85 �A beam

urrent. To redue the heat impat on the target, the beam is irularly rastered suh that
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the beam spot size at the target is � 4 mm in diameter (or retangularly rastered to a

4�4 mm

2

spot). The beam energy an be measured to a �E=E = 2 � 10

�4

level using

either ARC or eP devies [58℄. The beam polarization will be measured by the Compton

polarimeter utilizing an upgraded (green) laser. Compton-sattered eletrons and photons

are deteted by two sets of detetors and the data an be analyzed either inlusively or in

oinidene. The systemati error of \eletron only" method for a 4:8 GeV beam is 1.1%.

Within 40 minutes of 85 �A beam the statistial error is 0.6%, giving a total error of 1:2%.

The systemati error of \photon integration" method urrently being developed by the

HAPPEX ollaboration is also expeted to ahieve a 1% level, providing a ross hek of

the eletron method. The green laser upgrade of the Compton is already underway. It is

expeted to be installed in the hall in 2006 and will be used for two approved experiments

PREX [59℄ and DIS-parity [52℄.

C. Parity DAQ (Hall A)

The parity DAQ in Hall A [60℄ and the beam heliity feedbak system have been su-

essfully used to ontrol the beam heliity-dependent asymmetry for the Hall A parity

experiments in the past. The asymmetry in the integrated beam urrent measured by the

parity DAQ is sent to the polarized eletron soure where the Pokel ell voltage is adjusted

aordingly to minimize the beam intensity asymmetry. Using this method the beam he-

liity asymmetry was ontrolled to the 10

�7

level during HAPPEX. Sine our measured

asymmetry is muh larger than that measured by HAPPEX, we request that the beam

heliity asymmetry be ontrolled below 10

�6

whih will require only modest e�ort.

D. The Liquid Target

We hoose to use two raetrak-shaped 25 m long ells with 5 mil aluminum for both

entrane and exit windows. This is the same ell design as needed for the DIS-parity

proposal [52℄. One ell will be �lled by LD2 and the other by LH2. A 2.5 g/m

2

arbon

target (6% radiation length) will be added to the target ladder.

The target will be almost idential to the one used by HAPPEX in 2004-5, aside from

the additional ell. The raetrak-shape is hosen beause of its muh smaller boiling e�et

than the ommonly used igar-shape (ylindrial) ells. Boiling tests on a LD2 ell will

be performed during ommissioning to optimize the running onditions. We plan to start

from a 4 � 4 mm

2

raster and 60 Hz fan speed and the boiling noise will be measured up

to a beam urrent of 90 �A. Suh a test is also a pre-requisite for the approved DIS-parity

experiment.

Boiling tests on raetrak-shaped LH2 ells were performed by the HAPPEX ollabo-

ration in 2004 [61℄, where a negligible boiling noise (< 100 ppm) was found for a 20-m

long LH2 ell and a 70 �A beam. A 5� 5 mm

2

raster and 60 Hz fan speed were used for

the test. The boiling noise of a LD2 ell is expeted to be at the same level, and will not

be a problem for the proposed measurement. Saling the HAPPEX results to the slightly

higher urrent, longer target, and smaller raster proposed here indiates that the noise

should be < 250 ppm, a fator of 2{3 larger than for HAPPEX, ompared to a physis

asymmetry approximately 50 times larger. The highest rate for Res-Parity is 1.3 MHz,

whih for a 33 ms heliity pulse implies a yield of 43k events, yielding statistial utu-
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ations of 1=

q

(43k) = 0:005. Additional utuations of �250 ppm will yield a negligible

broadening (a relative inrease of 0.25%), and thus will not impat the unertainty of the

measurement.

We note that the experiment ould also be done with the existing 20 m HAPPEX ell,

if need be, with some loss of luminosity (depending on how muh higher beam urrent is

available), some additional time to hange from LH2 to LD2, and a possible inrease in

the systemati error on the ratio of proton to deuteron asymmetries.

E. Luminosity Monitor

The luminosity monitor (Lumi) in Hall A was suessfully used for the HAPPEX experi-

ment in their 2004 and 2005 run, and will be used for the two approved experiments PREX

and DIS-parity. In the following we disuss how well the noise level an be ontrolled by

the Lumi.

The Lumi onsists of 8 piees of quartz at 0:5

Æ

. Eah piee has 2� 5 m

2

e�etive area

at 7 m from target. The rate for 4:8 GeV beam is > 10

11

Hz per piee. With this high

rate, the false asymmetry and the target boiling e�et have been monitored to a level of

100 ppm per pulse during the 2004 running of HAPPEX II for a 70 �A urrent and a

5 � 5 mm raster. With a 85 �A urrent and a 4 � 4 mm raster being proposed here, the

noise level is expeted to be ontrolled below the 10

3

ppm level and thus will add negligible

e�et to the statistial width of the measured asymmetry (0.01 per pulse).

Most of the events in the Lumi monitor are from elasti sattering. The asymmetry

is in general proportional to Q

2

, hene the physis asymmetry deteted by the Lumi is

very small, of the order of < 100 ppb. Therefore the false asymmetry an be monitored

to � 100 ppb. Compared to the physis asymmetry that we propose to measure (50 �

100 ppm), this will ause a < 0:2% systemati unertainty and is therefore negligible.

F. Spetrometers and Pole-tip Bakground

We use the standard Hall A High Resolution Spetrometer (HRS) to detet the sattered

eletrons. For eah HRS the e�etive solid angle aeptane for an extended target is 6 msr

and the momentum bite is �4:5%. The entral momentum of the HRS an be alulated

from the dipole �eld magnitude at the 5� 10

�4

level [58℄. The HRS entral angle an be

determined to �0:2 mrad with areful analysis [62℄.

One of the onerns of most parity experiments utilizing spetrometers is the M�ller-

sattered eletrons o� the magnetized iron inside the spetrometer magnet (\pole-tip"

bakground). This should be an extremely small e�et for these measurements. Based on

observed pole-tip sattering in previous measurements, we expet < 3% of the deteted

events to ome from re-sattering, and simulations show that less than 10% of those involve

sattering from magnetized iron. These sattered eletrons are typially at muh lower

energy than the eletrons of interest, and the alorimeter uts in the ounting eletronis

should rejet >99% of these events, yielding a ontamination from events re-sattering from

magnetized iron to be <0.003%. Taking into aount the average eletron polarization in

the iron (�8%), the average eletron polarization (�10% after spin preession), and the

analyzing power (�10%), we expet an asymmetry of �10

�3

for these events. This is

roughly a fator of ten larger than the physis asymmetry we are trying to measure, but
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sine this bakground is <0.003% of the rate of good events, we expet this orretion to

be negligible, less than 0.03% of the measured asymmetry.

In addition, this bakground has been studied extensively by the HAPPEX ollaboration.

During their test runs, the angle of one spetrometer was set slightly away from the elasti

peak suh that elastially sattered eletrons may hit the pole-tips. Suh events are then

tagged by the elastially sattered protons in the other spetrometer. Using this method

an upper limit on the asymmetry from pole-tip events was found to be ÆA < 10

�8

[63℄.

Simulations were also performed to on�rm this test result and in fat, the bakground

asymmetry was found to be less than 2�10

�9

in the simulation [63℄. We sale the HAPPEX

number by the ratio of eletron ux, detetor aeptane, also onsider that not all pole-tip

events an survive the event seletion of the DAQ, and �nd the pole-tip bakground for

the proposed measurement to be ÆA < 7� 10

�8

. Compared to the 50 � 100 ppm physis

asymmetry of this proposal, the pole-tip ontribution is < 0:02%.

G. Partile Identi�ation Detetors

Partile identi�ation (PID) in eah HRS will be done with a CO

2

Cerenkov detetor

and a double-layered lead glass shower detetor. Based on data from past experiments, the

ombined pion rejetion fator of these two detetors was found to be � 10

4

[64℄ for a given

eletron eÆieny of � 99% eah. At high rate, a pratial estimate of the PID eÆieny

should also take into aount the e�et of event pileup, detetor readout deadtime and

eletroni noise. We simulated these e�ets and the pion rejetion with the fast ounting

DAQ is expeted to be better than 10

3

.

H. Fast Counting DAQ

To separate the pion bakground we will use a ounting method. The ounting method

has been used suessfully at 100 MHz by the Mainz A4 parity violation experiment [65, 66℄.

Also relevant is the experiene of the G0 ollaboration in deploying a ounting method [67℄.

We plan to implement the fast ounting DAQ using ustom saler eletronis, following

the approah hosen by the DIS-parity experiment [52℄. As both our ounting rates and

pion to eletron ratio are better than for the DIS-parity measurement, the system urrently

being designed will be suÆient for the proposed measurements.

The eletronis will proess signals from PID detetors and sintillators and perform a

fast on-line disrimination. Useful eletrons, pions, and two-eletron pileup events will be

identi�ed using di�erent disrimination thresholds, see Fig. 5.

To ensure the stability of this saler eletronis, the outputs of a typial module need

to be wide enough, typially 20 ns, ausing a deadtime of 2.4% for 1.2 MHz rate. Our

goal is to measure this deadtime to an absolute auray of �0:3%. We will pulse the

detetor hannels with a light soures whose amplitude and pulse shape is similar to those

of real partiles, and ount how many of these signals are subsequently identi�ed by the

eletronis.
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FIG. 5: PID Logi diagram for the saler-based DAQ.
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IV. EXPECTED RESULTS

A. Kinemati Coverage

The kinemati overage in W , Q

2

, x, and Y is shown in Table I. The full resonane

region M < W < 2:1 GeV is overed, with an average Q

2

of 0.8 GeV

2

for E =4.8 GeV.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of events at the HRS alorimeter for the P

HRS

=3.2 GeV

setting. With the fast DAQ system, we will divide the alorimeter into four setions,

yielding four W bins per setting, as indiated by the dashed lines in Fig. 6. Beause the

W bins are narrower for the low E

0

settings, we show projeted results with four bins for

the high HRS momentum settings, and two bins for the lower momentum settings. This

yields approximately uniform bins in W , with an average FWHM below 90 MeV. The

saler-based DAQ ould be modi�ed to ahieve even �ner binning, but the resolution with

four bins per setting is suÆient for the proposed measurements.

Current plans for the fast DAQ for E05-007 involve summing groups of three bloks

(out of 24), whih would allow us to make 8 W bins per setting. However, this may

hange if overlap in the summing for the DISparity measurements is neessary. In addition,

beause the alorimeter is larger than the good aeptane, the edge bins would not be

fully illuminated. However, it seems lear that there will be no problem making at least

four good bins in the W aeptane, and most likely we will have either better resolution,

or additional exibility in how we ombine the alorimeter segments when formingW bins.

B. Statistial and Systemati Unertainties

The expeted statistial errors are listed in Table I. We will divide eah spetrometer

setting into two (or more) W bins. Resonant struture on the sale of 10% will be learly

visible with these data: this is small ompared to the 30% to 50% resonant utuations
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FIG. 6: Simulation for E

0

= 3:2 GeV, showing the vertial position of events at the alorimeter as a funtion of

W . Dashed lines indiate the segmentation of the alorimeter for the fast DAQ.

of the unpolarized struture funtions around the smooth duality urve. For tests of loal

duality, we an divide the full resonane region into four regions in W , and in eah region

will be able to test loal duality at the level of about 4%. This seems quite adequate

for a pioneering measurement. At these Q

2

values, duality in the unpolarized struture

funtion is good to �5%, so this measurement will be able to determine if duality in

parity violating eletron sattering is of a similar quality or if there are signi�antly larger

deviations, as suggested by [43℄. This information, oupled with reent measurements of

duality in longitudinal, transverse, and spin-dependent struture funtions will provide

additional input to e�orts aimed at understanding the origin of duality in QCD.

The statistial error for a test of global duality (averaged over the entire resonane region)

will be at the level of 2%, whih is well-mathed to the antiipated systemati error (see

below). The error on the ratio of averaged proton, deuteron, and arbon asymmetries will

be about 3%, with a muh smaller systemati error, sine the largest soures of systemati

unertainty anel in the ratio.

The expeted systemati errors are tabulated in Table II, and disussed in the following

sub-setions, listed in the table.

C. Beam Polarization

We will use the Hall A Compton polarimeter, as desribed in setion III B. With the

upgraded polarimeter being developed for PREX [59℄ and DIS-parity [52℄, we will ahieve

a 1:2% measurement of the beam polarization. The PREX experiment is planning an

upgrade of the M�ller polarimeter to ahieve a 1% measurement. We will use this as a

ross hek for the Compton polarimeter if it is available in time.
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TABLE I: Kinemati variables, pion/eletron ratio, total partile rate (eletron plus pion), expeted asymmetry

(DIS model), and expeted asymmetry error for the proposed measurements. All entries are for a beam energy of

4.8 GeV and an eletron sattering angle �

e

= 12:5

Æ

.

W x Q

2

Y E

0

�=e rate A dA

stat

dA

total

(GeV) (GeV

2

) (GeV) (MHz) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm)

LH2

2.00 0.17 0.64 0.50 2.8 0.5 0.5 46 3.2 3.3

1.78 0.24 0.73 0.39 3.2 0.2 0.5 51 3.3 3.4

1.52 0.36 0.82 0.29 3.6 0.1 0.6 53 2.3 2.5

1.21 0.61 0.91 0.19 4.0 0.0 0.8 52 2.2 2.4

LD2

2.00 0.17 0.64 0.50 2.8 0.6 0.8 61 2.7 2.9

1.78 0.24 0.73 0.39 3.2 0.2 0.9 64 2.3 2.6

1.52 0.36 0.82 0.29 3.6 0.1 0.9 67 2.1 2.5

1.21 0.61 0.91 0.19 4.0 0.0 1.3 71 1.7 2.1

Carbon

2.00 0.17 0.64 0.50 2.8 0.6 0.5 61 2.8 3.0

1.78 0.24 0.73 0.39 3.2 0.2 0.5 64 2.4 2.7

1.52 0.36 0.82 0.29 3.6 0.1 0.5 67 2.3 2.6

1.21 0.61 0.91 0.19 4.0 0.0 0.9 71 1.8 2.2

TABLE II: Estimated experimental systemati errors ÆA=A and ÆR=R, where R = A

C

=A

d

or A

d

=A

p

. Note that

there is signi�ant anellation for many of the systematis in omparing the target ratios.

soure ÆA=A [%℄ ÆR=R [%℄ setion

Beam Polarization 1.2 0.9 IVC

Kinemati determination of Q

2

<0.9 0.0 IVD

Deadtime orretions 0.3 0.2 IIIH

Eletromagneti radiative orretions 0.8 0.6 IVE

Beam asymmetries 0.5 0.5 IVG

Pion ontamination 0.5 0.5 IVH

Pair symmetri bakground 0.2 0.2 IV I

Target purity, density utuations 0.2 0.3 IVJ

Total <1.8 1.3

D. Kinemati determination of Q

2

Sine the raw asymmetry has a linear dependene onQ

2

, but a small dependene on other

kinemati variables suh as W or x, the largest systemati error in the physis asymmetry

determination arises from the knowledge of the average Q

2

of the events seen in eah

detetor, weighted by detetor response. The HRS spetrometers are very well understood

from previous experiments and the average Q

2

will be determined from a detailed model

of the spetrometer apertures and magneti �elds.

The unertainty in beam energy E is <0.02%, whih ontributes a negligible unertainty

to Q

2

= 4EE

0

sin

2

(�=2). The HRS entral momentum is known to < 0:1%, and the entral

angle an be determined to better than 1 mr. These generate an unertainty in the entral
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Q

2

value of less than 0.9%, dominated by the unertainty in the sattering angle. The

asymmetry is proportional to Q

2

, yielding a systemati unertainty on the asymmetry of

less than 0.9%.Previous experiments have determined the HRS angle to better than 0.5

mr, whih would yield an unertainty in Q

2

of 0.5%.

E. Eletromagneti Radiative Corretions

Eletromagneti radiative orretions arise from the emission of photons by either the

inident or sattered eletron, either in the �eld of the nuleus (internal orretions), or in

the �eld of another nuleus (external orretions). The ratio R

U

of un-radiated to radiated

spin-averaged ross setions is shown in Fig. 7 for the kinematis of the proposed mea-

surements. At high W (low eletron momentum P ), the radiated ross setion is larger

than the Born ross setion, while the reverse is true at high W . In the kinematis of

this proposal, R

U

is mainly determined by the (x;Q

2

) dependene of the spin-averaged

struture funtion F

2

. Of partiular relevane is the ratio R

P

of radiated to un-radiated ed

parity-violating asymmetry. This ratio is lose to unity for the kinematis of this proposal.

The shape and magnitude of R

P

is primarily determined by the probability for an eletron

to radiate a hard photon, and to a lesser extent by the (x;Q

2

) dependene of F

2

and A

p

.

We have estimated the systemati error in A

p

, A

d

, and A

C

over most of the kinematis

of this experiment by onsidering the unertainty in the unpolarized ross setion (using

several �ts to world data) and in A

p

, whih will be largely determined by an iterative �t to

the data of this proposal (although the elasti ontributions to A

p

are already reasonably

well known from previous experiments). We estimate a half-perent unertainty based on

the unpolarized data, but apply a somewhat larger unertainty (0.8%) as these orre-

tions and their unertainties an be larger for polarized sattering. Unertainties in the

target dimensions and various materials whih at as radiators have muh smaller e�ets.

These alulations were performed in the peaking approximation of Mo and Tsai [68{70℄.

Calulations with the more exat formulas of Ref. [71, 72℄ are planned.

FIG. 7: Radiative orretion as a funtion of sattered eletron momentum P for E = 4:8 GeV. The urves are for

deuterium (solid), proton (long dash), and arbon (short dashed).
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Two-photon exhange ontributions an also introdue an asymmetry due to the trans-

verse beam polarization. Measurements of this asymmetry for elasti sattering at large

eletron sattering angle have observed asymmetries in the range of 10-20ppm [73, 74℄

for Q

2

values in the viinity of the proposed measurements. Calulations of this ontri-

bution [75℄ indiate that the e�et shrinks signi�antly as the sattering angle dereases,

and so one would expet asymmetries well below 10ppm for these measurements at 12.5

degrees, whih is �10% of the asymmetries we plan to measure. As long as the transverse

omponent of the beam polarization is less than 10% of the longitudinal, the ontribution

will be below 1$. This requires that the beam spin diretion be within 6 degrees of longi-

tudinal, and the beam spin diretion an be ontrolled at the level of one degree, so this

orretion will be negligible.

F. Eletroweak Radiative Corretions

Interpretation of the experimental results in terms of transition form fators (both axial

and vetor) requires the areful treatment of eletroweak radiative orretions. In the

ase of the �(1232) resonane, these an be sizable, and inrease in relative importane

as Q

2

! 0 [76℄. We are not aware of alulations for higher mass resonanes. For the

interpretation of the data in terms of quark-hadron duality, and for simply searhing for

resonane struture in A

p

, it is not ruial to have a omplete understanding of eletroweak

radiative orretions, so we haven't inluded an unertainty in the systemati error table.

However one should keep in mind their importane in the interpretation of the data in

terms of spei� transition form fators.

G. Beam Asymmetries

Sine the raw asymmetry in this experiment is 50 to 1000 times larger than other JLab PV

experiments, our requirements on beam position, angle, energy, and harge asymmetries

are relatively modest. Using the parity DAQ and the luminosity monitor as desribed in

setions III C and III E, we are on�dent that the false asymmetry due to beam quality

will be under ontrol, and the unertainty will be negligible ompared to the statistial

unertainty of the proposed measurement.

We will periodially reverse the half-wave plate at the injetor to help anel any residual

false asymmetries.

H. Pion Contamination

The sign and magnitude of the pion asymmetry is of some physis interest in its own

right, espeially as it may impat bakgrounds in experiments suh as E158 and G0. It

was seen to be small in the original SLAC experiment [1, 2℄. While we don't know of

any alulations of the pion photoprodution asymmetry at our kinematis, the predited

asymmetry is of order 10

�7

at energies below 0.55 GeV [77℄, and 1:3�10

�6

for exitation of

the �(1232) resonane [78℄. These are both negligible ompared to our expeted eletron

asymmetry of about 1� 10

�4

.

The predited �=e ratios shown in Table I are based on a �t to pion photoprodution

data [79℄, whih has proved to be aurate to 30% or better in past experiments. The �=e
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ratio is strongly W -dependent, approahing 1 in the highest W bin. We will measure both

pions and eletrons (see setions IIIG and IIIH) during eah run, yielding a measure of

the pion asymmetry for eah setting. The �=e ratio will be measured preisely using the

regular HRS DAQ at low rates. Beause the pion asymmetry is expeted to be negligible

ompared to the eletron asymmetry, only the dilution is expeted to be important. With

the proposed partile identi�ation uts, the pion ontamination should be < 1% to the

eletron sample (mainly due to pileup) for all kinemati onditions. Beause we will have

a good measure of the pion and eletron rates, we an orret for this with a systemati

unertainty below 0.5%.

I. Pair Symmetri Bakground

In addition to the eletron sattering events of interest, eletrons an originate from

deays of vetor and pseudo-salar mesons, and wide angle pair prodution. To a very

good approximation, these proesses are pair-symmetri, and an be measured with better

than 3% auray by reversing the polarity of the spetrometers. Based on simulations

with PYTHIA [80℄, we expet the largest soure of pair-symmetri events to be from deays

of photoprodued �

0

mesons. The simulation is in reasonable agreement with data taken

in Hall C over the past years. The highest predited e

+

=e

�

ratio for this proposal is about

0.5% (at W = 2:1 GeV), and drops rapidly at lower W . The asymmetry is expeted

to be very small, and this will be veri�ed by taking data for a few hours with reversed

spetrometer polarity. The net relative unertainty on the PV asymmetry will be < 0:2%.

J. Target Related Systematis

Target boiling e�ets are expeted to be very small for the proposed 25 m LH2 and LD2

targets and 85 �A. The inrease in e�etive statistial utuations should be negligible, as

desribed in setion IIID. In additional, the small-angle luminosity monitor will be used

to verify a null asymmetry, as desribed in setion III E, and provide additional on�dene

that target density utuations and heliity-orrelated beam asymmetries are small.

With a magneti �eld at the target of < 10 Gauss, the proton polarization will be less

than 0.001%, leading to a negligible double-spin asymmetry from the g

1

struture funtion.

Impurities in the liquid hydrogen are typially less than 0.1%, and are expeted to ause a

negligible e�et on A

p

sine the asymmetry has only a weak dependene on atomi number

A. The largest e�et will be from the aluminum endaps, for whih the asymmetry is

typially 20% larger than for the proton is the DIS limit. Sine the endaps ontribute

only a few perent of the ount rate, this orretion is small, and will be onstrained by

the arbon asymmetry measurements, for whih the asymmetry should be nearly idential

to aluminum (after making a small neutron exess orretion based on the proton and

deuteron measurements). For the deuteron measurements, the biggest orretion omes

from the fration of hydrogen. This will be measured to better than 0.2%, leading to a

negligible systemati error on A

d

.
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TABLE III: Beam time request. All data taken with 4.8 GeV beam and both HRS spetrometers at 12.5

Æ

.

Target P (HRS-L) P (HRS-R) time

LH2 4.0 GeV 3.2 GeV 5 days

LH2 3.6 GeV 2.8 GeV 4 days

LD2 4.0 GeV 3.2 GeV 4 days

LD2 3.6 GeV 2.8 GeV 4 days

Carbon 4.0 GeV 3.2 GeV 6 days

Carbon 3.6 GeV 2.8 GeV 6 days

Pass Change 8 hours

Polarimetry runs 8 hours

e

+

Asymmetry 8 hours

Total 30 days

V. BEAM TIME REQUEST

We request 29 days of prodution data and one day for hekout, M�ller beam polariza-

tion measurements (Compton measurements are done onurrently with prodution data

taking), and on�guration hanges, as summarized in Table III. While 4:8 GeV is optimal,

energies between 4.6 and 5.2 GeV would be aeptable, yielding slightly redued statistis

at the lower energy and introduing a slight gap in the W overage at inreased energies.

Figures 8 and 9 show the projeted unertainties for the asymmetries for eah target as a

funtion of � and W .

We note that we have worked to optimize the proposal to provide the best results in a

minimal runtime. The proposed measurements are almost entirely limited by statistial

unertainty, yet of adequate preision that if there are no unexpeted results, these data

will be suÆient to omplete the physis studies disussed in the proposal without the

need for followup measurements. However, as this is an entirely unexplored region, sur-

prises are possible. If we do observe unexpeted resonane struture, nulear dependene,

or any other surprises in these measurements, dediated follow-up measurements ould

signi�antly improve on these results.

Beause of the limited beam time available in Hall A, it may not be possible to approve

the entire set of measurements. In the absene of suÆient beamtime, it is still important

to have at least some data on the parity violating response over a broad kinemati range

for all three targets. The option whih has the minimum impat on the physis goals is to

take only the highest momentum setting for eah HRS for the deuterium and arbon data

taking. The measurement would not over the entire resonane region, but would over the

delta region, as well as a region of the higherW values. This redues the beamtime request

by 6 days, and still provides forward angle hydrogen data in the region of the �, as well as

a redued data set for duality measurements, nulear dependene, and bakground studies.

While this hurts the kinemati ompleteness and statistial preision of the nulear target

measurements, it still provides signi�ant measurements of the parity violating response,

as well as good sensitivity to unexpeted behavior in the parity violating response of the

resonane region.

This experiment requires only standard Hall A equipment, with the exeption of the

upgraded Compton polarimeter being developed for several experiments, the target on-

�guration (same as for E05-007 with the possible addition of one more liquid target ell
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to failitate alternating between LH2 and LD2), and the high speed DAQ system whih

is presently being built for the DIS-parity measurement E05-007. We will work with the

E05-007 ollaboration on the implementation of the neessary equipment. Our run time

request assumes sequential or interleaved running with E05-007. Sine the �=e ratio is

lower for our proposed kinematis than for E05-007, the inremental time to hek pion

and pair symmetri bakground is relatively small for the present proposal. The main

hange in going from one experiment to the other is simply a hange from 5-pass to 4-pass

running.

VI. PHYSICS SUMMARY

At present, there are no measurements of the PV asymmetry in eletron sattering for

the resonane region, and only one measurement planned, whih is limited to the � at

large sattering angle. The preision of our proposed measurements is suÆient to observe

resonane struture at the 5% to 10% level, and to test loal and global duality at the

few perent level, omparable to the level at whih duality is observed in the unpolarized

struture funtions.

Data on deuterium and arbon will allow us to look for nulear dependene in the PV

asymmetry. Reent measurements of the nulear dependene of F

2

in the resonane region

show nearly idential e�ets to the EMC measurements in the DIS limit [47℄, while reent

alulations show that medium modi�ations may be very di�erent in spin-averaged and

spin-dependent struture funtions, with a signi�ant dependene on quark avor [55℄.

The results will not only be interesting in their own right as a new way to probe the

fundamental struture funtions of the proton and neutron, but will also be of great value

in the growing world-wide program of neutrino studies. The new data will also provide

details about the bakgrounds in other PV experiments, and are needed as input to DIS-

parity studies at 6 and 12 GeV through radiative orretions. Finally, in addition to the

guaranteed physis results, there is always the possibility to �nd something unexpeted

when making a broad range of measurements in a totally unexplored region. The proposed

measurements over multiple targets over a large, unexplored region, with suÆient pre-

ision to be sensitive to a range of exoti e�ets. If, for example, an unexpeted nulear

dependene or exoti resonane struture are observed, future dediated measurements

ould signi�antly improve on the measurements proposed here, whih are meant to be a

survey of the parity violating response in the resonane region.

VII. COLLABORATION

The ollaboration has many members with reent experiene in preision eletron PV

experiments (suh as SLAC E158 and JLab HAPPEX), and we are on�dent that we will

be able to ontrol systemati errors at the few perent level. The ollaboration has large

overlap with the DIS-parity ollaboration that is working on the upgrades to the Compton

polarimeter and the fast data aquisition system.
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FIG. 8: Projeted errors for the PV asymmetry divided by Q

2

(in ppm/GeV

2

) as a funtion of �, plotted along the

DIS model predition. The top �gure is for hydrogen, while the bottom �gure shows the projeted unertainties

for deuterium (red) and arbon (green, shown slightly o�set in �). Eah spetrometer setting has been divided into

two or four W bins. The error bars shown inlude both statistial and systemati (<2%) unertainties.
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FIG. 9: Projeted results (as in Fig. 8), shown as a funtion of W . The dotted line for hydrogen shows the results

for a resonane model using a �t to �

n

=�

p

extrated from proton and deuteron data. Beause this is extrated

from the data, the overall magnitude should be more realisti than in the simple resonane model shown in Fig. 2,

though the resonane struture is washed out.
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Appendix A. E04-101: G0 Bakward Angle Measurement

This proposal had no abstrat, so we here reprodue a portion of the Introdution,

whih gives a good overview of the experiment: \In this experiment, the parity violating

asymmetry in inlusive single pion eletroprodution from the proton will be measured over

a squared four momentum transfer range of 0:1 � Q

2

� 0:6 (GeV/)

2

. These measurements

will be made with the same equipment as the G0 bakward angle measurements are made,

and during the same running period as the G0 bakward angle measurements, so that no

additional resoures or beam time are required beyond those alloated for G0 bakward

angle running. The primary purpose of this experiment is to extrat the axial vetor

transition form fator G

A

N�

for the N ! � transition as a funtion of Q

2

. This form

fator haraterizes the axial, or intrinsi spin response of the nuleon during its transition

to its �rst exited state. The proposed measurements represent the �rst determination

of this quantity in the neutral urrent setor of the weak interation, and in a Q

2

range

that is omplementary to other experiments (with Q

2

overage 0:5 � Q

2

� 2:5 (GeV/)

2

)

whih use exlusive eletroprodution of the �

++

resonane, along with assumptions of

PCAC and extrapolations of low energy theorems, to extrat the harged urrent analog

of this form fator. In addition to the extration of G

A

N�

, these measurements of the

inelasti asymmetry will onstrain the ontribution of inelasti eletrons to the elasti

parity violating asymmetry, whih is the primary goal of the G0 program."

The Q

2

range of the experiment will be somewhat redued, beause G0 is now planning

to run at a maximum beam energy of 0.68 GeV instead of 0.8 GeV.

Appendix B. E05-007: ~e�

2

H Parity Violating Deep Inelasti Sattering at CEBAF 6 GeV

Here is the abstrat of this experiment, for whih Phase I has been approved:

\We propose to measure the parity violating (PV) asymmetry A

d

in ~e�

2

H deep inelasti

sattering (DIS) at Q

2

= 1:1 and 1:9 GeV

2

at similar x. The main goal is to extrat the

e�etive oupling onstants (2C

2u

� C

2d

) from A

d

measured at Q

2

= 1:9 GeV

2

. Using

the Standard Model values of (2C

1u

� C

1d

), whih will be tested by ombining the results

from Cs atomi parity violation (APV) and the future Qweak experiment, the expeted

unertainty on (2C

2u

� C

2d

) is �0:03. This result will improve the urrent knowledge on

this quantity by a fator of eight. It will help to extrat ouplings C

3q

from high energy

data, and might reveal possible physis beyond the Standard Model.

The most probable e�et that ould ause a deviation of our measured asymmetry from

its Standard Model value are higher-twist (HT) e�ets. If this is the ase, then the proposed

measurement at Q

2

= 1:1 GeV

2

will have twie as large deviation from the SM. Thus this

lower Q

2

measurement will seure the measurement at Q

2

= 1:9 GeV

2

. It will also for the

�rst time probe and onstrain the HT e�ets in parity violating eletron sattering, thus

will provide an important guidane on the future DIS-parity program with the 12 GeV

upgrade, of whih the ultimate goal is to extrat sin

2

�

W

from the asymmetry free from

hadroni e�ets. On the other hand, if the higher-twist e�ets are observed to be non-

negligible, in ontrast to available alulations, then it may shed light on how muh the

higher-twist e�et ontributes to the 3� anomaly observed by the NuTeV ollaboration.

At last, a preision measurement of the higher-twist itself would provide information on

the study of on�nement mehanism. An immediate appliation of suh data is that they

an be used in the extration of the strong oupling onstant �

s

from DIS data at low Q

2

,
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whose present theoretial unertainty is dominated by the unertainty of the poorly-known

higher-twist e�ets.

We plan to use a 25-m liquid deuterium target in Hall A and a 85�A 6-GeV beam with

80% polarization. An upgrade is needed for the Compton polarimeter and a fast ounting

data aquisition system will be used by the proposed measurement. We request 46 days of

beam time onsisting of two phases: 13 days for phase I, and 33 days for phase II."
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